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October 24, 2017 
 
We hope this finds you well. We are embarking on an important project to establish a Faculty Senate 
Task Force on the Faculty Disciplinary Code and Process. We would like to invite you to contribute to the 
task force by serving on a Steering Committee.. As a joint effort by the Secretary of the Faculty and the 
Chair of Faculty Senate, we are charging the task force to review and revise the faculty disciplinary 
process and related policies as reflected in the Faculty Code to align with legal labor standards, relevant 
federal and state research funding requirements, and additional standards as determined appropriate.  
 
This charge responds to three significant and converging circumstances. First, with the completion of the 
revised Student Code of Conduct, it is clear the Faculty Code and related processes should be made 
equally strong and clear to assure:  due process, timely resolution/redress, equitable treatment and 
fairness. Second, as the Faculty Code and UW Policy Directory, which pertain to the faculty disciplinary 
process, have not been substantially reviewed for over two decades, it is time to conduct a full review of 
these and propose revisions to them as deemed appropriate given changes in laws and regulations, our 
institutional structures and faculty careers. Finally, as the diversity and complexity of our university faculty 
increases, including the current engagement of three robust campus communities, we must assure that 
our disciplinary process and code are reflective of the values and principles we hold yet better suited to 
address the complex landscape of our university. We appreciate your attention to these important 
matters. 
 
This will be a complex project, thus we have established a tri-part committee structure that includes a 
Steering Committee, which will oversee two work groups: a Values and Principles Work Group and a 
Legal and Regulations Work Group. Given your background and expertise, we invite you to serve on 
the Steering Committee.  
 
Our timeline for this work is to establish a full draft of all proposed changes to the code and faculty 
disciplinary process and policies by the end of the academic year 2017-2018. In academic year 2018-
2019, the committee’s work will focus on bringing the proposed legislative changes through the 
appropriate faculty bodies targeting final senate and faculty approval by end of the spring quarter 2019. 
 
Steering Committee Charge: 
We jointly charge the steering committee with overseeing the process of review and revision of the 
Faculty Code regarding the faculty disciplinary process and policies. This includes, but is not limited to:  
1) an identification and articulation of the values and guiding principles that motivate our approach to 
faculty discipline, 2) the options available within the framework of labor law and policy requirements to 
inform our faculty disciplinary process, and 3) the appropriate delegation of authority of the elements that 
comprise the faculty disciplinary code and related policies. This committee will consider and approve all 
recommendations emerging from the two work groups. The committee will determine the process for 
sharing draft legislation and policy with faculty and appropriate administrative personnel and leadership 
and subsequently guide the response to feedback. To emphasize, this committee will confirm that all 
appropriate parties have been consulted prior to the legislative and policy proposals being submitted for 
any final approval by faculty and/or administration. It will be responsible for the final proposal of the 
revised faculty disciplinary code and associated policies to the UW Faculty Senate and administrative 
leadership.  
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Values and Principles Work Group Charge: 
The joint charge to the Values and Principles Work Group is to identify and clearly articulate the values 
and guiding principles that will serve as the foundational framework for the revised Faculty Code and 
related policies relevant to the faculty disciplinary process and policies. This effort will include, but not be 
limited to:  1) an inventory and assessment of current dispute resolution, disciplinary and adjudication 
processes and resources; 2) a review of disciplinary and adjudication models from other universities; and 
3) interviews with key thought leaders on all three campuses that will help inform the work group’s 
discussions and conclusions. This work group will then respond to the Legal and Regulations Work Group 
draft faculty disciplinary code and policy to assure alignment with the values and principles framework 
established. They will establish recommendations for all areas of the faculty disciplinary code and 
associated and relevant policies that are not pre-determined by labor law or other external regulations. 
This work group will report to the steering committee and make the final recommendation to the steering 
committee for adopting a revised Faculty Code on disciplinary process and associated and relevant 
policies and practices. 
 
Legal and Regulations Work Group Charge: 
The joint charge to the Legal and Regulations Work Group is to develop a clear and complete legislative 
and administrative framework for the disciplinary and adjudication processes addressed in the Faculty 
Code and UW Policy Directory. The Legal and Regulations Work Group will identify all policies and 
practices that are relevant to the disciplinary process that do not require being in the Faculty Code but 
require delegation elsewhere. They will advise the Values and Principles Work Group on recommended 
decisions regarding proposed changes to the faculty disciplinary code and respond to feedback from 
external groups and individuals. They will meet as needed with the steering committee to explain the 
legislative and policy framework that are being proposed. 
 
This is one of the most important projects that we have taken on this year. We know that we are asking a 
lot of your time and focus, but hope that you will be able to contribute as your expertise and background 
is critical to our success. Please don’t hesitate to ask any questions of any of us. 
 
Thank you in advance for your time and attention 
 
 
 
Thaïsa Way Zoe Barsness Mike Townsend 
Chair, Faculty Senate Past Chair, Faculty Senate  Secretary of the Faculty 
Co-chair, Steering Committee Co-chair, Steering Committee Co-chair, Steering Committee 
 Chair, Values and Principles  Chair, Legal and Regulations 
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